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Sights on What?
by Andrew H. Hershey

 
Situation 
You are a first lieutenant commanding a light tank 
section attached to 1st Platoon, Company C, 2d 
Combat Engineer Battalion. Your engineer company 
had been operating in support of 1st Battalion, 8th 
Marines. Your section consists of two M1A1 Abrams 
main battle tanks, one with a mine plough and the 
other with a blade. 8th Marine Regiment is taking part 
in large-scale military operations against the national 
forces of Urmac. 
 
At 0130 last night your unit crossed the line of 
departure and made its way through a series of lanes 
cut through antitank berms and minefields. Toward 
0430 you encountered a small blocking force that 
your company brushed aside, allowing you to pass 
Phase Line Dakota by daylight as planned. Your 
entire regiment is in search of the main body of the 
Praetorian Guard Division, one of the enemy’s elite 
armored divisions. The Praetorian Guard Division is 
equipped with T62 and T72 tanks and associated 
Soviet-style light armored vehicles (LAVs). This 
division operates using the principles of the former 
Warsaw Pact doctrine. 
 
The terrain you are operating in is mixed desert with areas of hard-packed surfaces, offering excellent mobility, rough and 
broken terrain, and soft sand. The whole area is interspersed with the odd palm grove and isolated mud brick outbuildings. The 
one main road is paved and two lanes wide, but just. 
 
It is beginning to get warm outside, and you have the hatches open. You are standing up in your hatchway searching the area to 
your right front through binoculars when you sight a plume of dust about 400 to 500 meters to your north. The dust cloud is 
heading away from you at an oblique angle to the northeast. You make out an OT–64—an eight-wheeled LAV. Judging by the 
several radio antennas, it is in a command configuration (OT–63R–2M). 
Over the net you order, “Loader, high explosive, antitank. Gunner, target LAV, right, rough bearing 90 degrees, acquire, and 
fire. Driver, turn right 90 degrees and stop.” 
 
You hear and feel your crew respond to your orders. Next, you switch communications links to talk to your number two. “Loco 
4, Loco 3. Enemy LAV headed northeast about 500 meters from us. Keep an overwatch on the area to your immediate front. 
Out.” 
 
Your turret begins to traverse right, and you drop down and close the hatch. Suddenly, the command net crackles, “Loco 3, this 
is Red Top 5 (call sign from an unmanned aerial system operations center). I have four T72s headed your way, approximately 
1,000 meters to the east on Route Yankee. They are all crew exposed and traveling at 15 to 20 kilometers per hour. I don’t 
think they are aware of your presence. Over.” 
 
You acknowledge the report. Looking through your commander’s sights you can see that the OT–64 is nearly acquired. The 
gunner is only moments away from squeezing off the main gun, an order you have already cleared him for. What now 
lieutenant?  
 
Requirement 
In a time limit of 30 seconds, issue any orders/reports you might make. Provide your orders, reports, and an overlay of the 
actions you would take, along with the rationale for your actions. 
 




